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LIGHTS, CAMERA & DAZZLE!
Matrix presents Blackspa™ Treatments; the specialist care treatments for dark tresses!
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ong dark hair that truly dazzles with good health has
always been something Indian women take pride in and
love. At the very mention of beautiful hair, one finds oneself
conjuring up images of women with lustrous, voluminous

dark hair that bounces with vitality and sheen. Wearing a sleek look
with dark tresses remains in style even with the ever-changing trend
and fashionistas across the world swear by this look even today.
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To help maintain the shine and beauty of your dark mane. Matrix,
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the World's leading American professional brand offers two
revolutionary trademarked services: the Blackspa™ Treatments
from its haircare range Opti.black Dazzling Shine!
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With all black formulae, the Blackspa™ Treatments are the first-of-its
kind in-salon treatments that protect dark coloured hair and add
brilliant shine to dull dark hair. Armed with the power of Antioxidant
Vitamin E, the range has 2 customized treatments to offer:
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In-Salon Treatments
Supreme Shine and Protect Blackspa™
(60 minutes)
This supreme shine enhance treatment intensely nourishes and
treats hair post a dark hair colouration service. This treatment
protects dark coloured hair for up to 24 washes*.
Recommended for: Clients who opt for grey coverage
colouration with any dark shade of hair colour (For example Shade # 1,2, 3.26, 4, 4.35, 4.62, etc.)

Mirror Shine Blackspa™ (30 minutes)
This professional shine enhancement treatment imparts brilliant
mirror shine throughout the lengths of the hair and ensures that
your dark hair dazzles noticeably more than ever.
Recommended for: Clients with naturally dark hair that
lacks shine.

The use of Opti.black homecare range includes a shampoo,
conditioner and a serum to maintain the dazzle at home. SS
OPTI BLACK DAZZLING SHINE and their respective services are exclusively available at MATRIX salons across the country!
'System of Opti.black Dazzling Shine Shampoo + Conditioner Serum vs. non-condtiioning shampoo.
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